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In a reverberant environment, sounds reach the ears through several paths. Although the direct
sound is followed by multiple reflections, which would be audible in isolation, the first-arriving
wavefront dominates many aspects of perception. The ‘‘precedence effect’’ refers to a group of
phenomena that are thought to be involved in resolving competition for perception and localization
between a direct sound and a reflection. This article is divided into five major sections. First, it
begins with a review of recent work on psychoacoustics, which divides the phenomena into
measurements of fusion, localization dominance, and discrimination suppression. Second, buildup
of precedence and breakdown of precedence are discussed. Third measurements in several animal
species, developmental changes in humans, and animal studies are described. Fourth, recent
physiological measurements that might be helpful in providing a fuller understanding of precedence
effects are reviewed. Fifth, a number of psychophysical models are described which illustrate
fundamentally different approaches and have distinct advantages and disadvantages. The purpose of
this review is to provide a framework within which to describe the effects of precedence and to help
in the integration of data from both psychophysical and physiological experiments. It is probably
only through the combined efforts of these fields that a full theory of precedence will evolve and
useful models will be developed. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01910-4#

PACS numbers: 43.10.Ln, 43.71.An, 43.71.Bp@ADP#
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INTRODUCTION

This paper reviews recent work and current thinki
about a group of auditory phenomena that are though
account for listeners’ abilities to function in reverbera
spaces, and that for historical reasons have been attribut
the ‘‘precedence effect.’’ The most extensive review to d
on this topic is in Blauert’s classic book on spatial hear
which was just recently expanded and reprinted~Blauert,
1997!. Blauert reviews the classic data on precedence u
about 1982, and then in a newly added chapter he revi
some of the recent work on the buildup phenomenon~which
is covered in Sec. II of this paper!. Zurek ~1987! also pro-
vides a review of the work through the mid-1980s, and
lated chapters can be found in a recent book edited by Gi
and Anderson~1997!. In recent years there has been a res
gence of interest in the precedence effect by psychoaco
cians and physiologists, and a new body of literature
been produced which has led us, and many others, to
evaluate our assumptions about the auditory and ne
mechanisms involved. This review is our attempt to enco
pass all of these topics, especially those that have been
ied since the mid-1980s.

When a sound is produced in a reverberent environm
it propagates in multiple directions and is subsequently
flected from nearby surfaces. The auditory system is t
faced with resolving competition between the first sound a
its reflections for perception and localization. Despite t

a!Address for correspondence: Boston University, Biomedical Engineer
44 Cummington St., Boston, MA 02215; electronic mail: litovsky@bu.e
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clutter of information, we can localize sound sources a
identify their meaning fairly accurately. Figure 1 illustrates
recording of a source click and its reflections. The record
was made in a ‘‘typical’’ classroom~approximately 6
311 m!. The sound source~S! was a brief click delivered 1.3
m in front of a blackboard and the recording measurem
was made 4 ft in front of the source. Three reflections can
identified and these are labeledR1, R2, andR3. They occur
approximately 8, 8.5, and 10 ms after the direct click and
attenuated relative to the source. For example, the first
flection occurs about 8 ms after the source and its leve
attenuated by about 9.5 dB from the level of the source cl
These reflections are sometimes referred to as ‘‘early refl
tions’’ to differentiate them from the total reverberation cr
ated by the interaction of all the reflections~i.e., the total
acoustic clutter produced by a sound in a reflective envir
ment!. In general, a reflection is an attenuated, sometim
spatially separated, delayed and coherent copy of the o
nating sound.

As a simplification of a natural situation, consider a
arrangement of two loudspeakers in an anechoic room s
that the speakers are equally distant, and stimulated by id
tical sounds such that the onset of one sound is dela
relative to the onset of the other sound. This can be con
ered a model of a direct sound~the lead! with a single re-
flection ~the lag!. This situation for click stimuli is shown in
Fig. 2~A!, and an idealized sketch of the perceived loc
tion~s! of the image~s! as a function of the lead–lag delay
shown in Fig. 2~B!. The lead is at 45° to the right, and the la
is at 45° to the left. When the delay is zero and the speak
are stimulated equally, the stimuli to the two ears of t

g,
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listener are approximately equal and a single~fused! image is
perceived in the plane of symmetry, approximately strai
ahead of the listener. As the delay increases, the fused im
moves toward the direction of the lead speaker, reaching
direction after about a millisecond. For delays between ab
1 and 5 ms, the image is still unitary~fused! and remains
located in the direction of the leading speaker. Finally,
large delays, the image breaks into two images, one at e

FIG. 1. The recording of the response to a 10-ms electrical pulse in a college
classroom that was approximately 6311 m in size. The source of the tran
sient was placed 1.3 m in front of a blackboard attached to the front of
classroom and the recording was made 4 ft in front of the source. The
40 ms of the recording shows the direct click~S! and several early reflec
tions labeled asR1, R2, andR3. These reflections stand out from the over
reverberation.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of spatio-temporal relation for a lead–lag cl
pair. Panels A and C give examples of stimulus configurations for
fusion/localization and discrimination tasks, respectively. In panel A
lead is at 45° to the right, and the lag is at 45° to the left. Panel B sh
changes in perceived locations of the auditory events as a function o
delay. With no delay, one fused image is heard at a ‘‘phantom’’ locat
between the lead and lag. Between 0–1 ms the image shifts toward the
speaker. Between 1 ms and the ‘‘echo threshold’’ a fused image is hea
the lead location. When echo threshold is reached, a second image ap
initially near the lead location, and at longer delays at the lag location. I
the lead is at 45° to the right, and the two lag locations are at 35 and 5
the left. Panel D shows sample data for the discrimination task, in wh
performance is poor at short delays and improves as delays are incr
~panel B is modified from Blauert, 1997, with permission!.
1634 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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speaker position, as one would expect for sequential, w
separated stimuli.

This idealized situation can be used to provide the
cabulary used to describe these phenomena in gen
‘‘Summing localization’’ refers to a delay~0–1 ms! when
the sounds from the lead and lag sources are perceptu
fused and when both the lead and lag contribute to the
ceived direction of the fused image~e.g., de Boer, 1940
Warncke, 1941; for review see Blauert, 1997, pp. 204–20!.
Note that the simplest case of summing localization, as ill
trated in Fig. 2~B!, assumes no temporal overlap between
direct and reflected signals and the perceived location is
average of the two directions. In cases where the stim
overlap in time, perceived direction is mediated by mo
complex averaging that include the amplitudes and phase
the summed wave forms.

As the delays are increased beyond 1 ms several ob
vations can be made. At relatively short delays~typically in
the range of 1 to 5 ms, or more, depending on the stimu
wave form and room acoustics! the two sounds remain per
ceptually fused, hence we refer to this percept as ‘‘fusion
As the delay increases, the lagging source becomes au
as a separate auditory event; this perceptual boundary
tween ‘‘one fused sound’’ and ‘‘two separate sounds’’
often referred to as the echo threshold. Blauert~1997! em-
phasizes this definition for two spatially separated source

We emphasize the fact that echo threshold is not
threshold of detectability of the lag; lead–lag sounds a
lead-only sounds can be distinguished easily based on o
all sound quality~e.g., Blauert, 1997!. The echo threshold
estimates the delay at which the fused image perceptu
splits into two images. This distinction is important sin
information contained in reflections is important for our ab
ity to sense that the environment we are in is reverberan

In addition to fusion, the finding that at short delays t
image location is dominated by the location of the lead
source has been called the ‘‘law of the first wave front’’
‘‘localization dominance.’’ Finally, ‘‘lag discrimination sup
pression’’ refers to the observation that at short delays stim
lus parameters of the lag stimulus are less discriminable
to the presence of the lead stimulus. Discrimination impro
as the delays increase@see Fig. 2~C! and ~D!#. In part, the
purpose of this review is to introduce the vocabulary of
sion, localization dominance, and lag discrimination suppr
sion as a means to organize the various ‘‘effects’’ associa
with what has been called the precedence effect.

Although the lead–lag stimulus paradigm is quite ide
ized compared with realistic stimuli in reverberant spaces
has become widely used in psychophysical and~in recent
years also in! physiological studies. The term ‘‘precedenc
effect’’ was originally coined by Wallachet al. ~1949! in
their classic study to describe the dominance of the l
stimulus characteristics in the determination of the spa
location of the fused image~localization dominance!. How-
ever, in the past two decades this term has become pop
ized and is used to refer to most measurements made u
lead–lag stimulus configurations, regardless of the psyc
physical measurement that is made. Hence, fusion, loca
tion dominance, and discrimination suppression have
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been used somewhat interchangeably. We view this as a
tential problem, which can easily result in confusion wh
trying to understand the mechanisms underlying these
ceptual phenomena. The primary goal of this paper is
carefully delineate between studies that claim to meas
‘‘the precedence effect,’’ but which may measure differe
perceptual effects. When appropriate, we will attempt
draw parallels and to link related findings in these areas.
date, few studies exist in which all three measurements h
been made in the same listeners, hence to the extent to w
fusion, localization dominance, and discrimination suppr
sion are directly related is not clearly understood.

In addition to delineating between perceptual pheno
ena, we feel that it is important to keep in mind whic
method of stimulus presentation is used in the various s
ies. The situation depicted in Fig. 2 represents aspects o
precedence effect in a free-field environment. Howev
much of what is known comes from headphone studies
which stimuli from loudspeakers at different locations a
replaced by stimuli with different interaural time or lev
differences for the lead and lag sources~e.g., Wallachet al.,
1949; Zurek, 1980; Gaskell, 1983; Yost and Soderqu
1984; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!. There have also bee
a few experiments with headphones using virtual acou
stimuli that attempt to recreate the same stimuli in the
canals that arise from free-field stimulation~e.g., Dizon
et al., 1997; Litovskyet al., 1999!. These experiments allow
manipulation of spectral, temporal, and level differenc
separately with the simulated free-field condition as the
erence condition. We draw attention to this distinction b
cause some measurements indicate that effects differ dep
ing on the method of stimulus presentation. In Fig. 3,
stimulus configuration for the free field is shown in panel
where the lead and lag are each shown as arriving from
ferent locations with a delay between their onsets. T
acoustic signals at the left and right earphones for the he
phone stimulation case are shown in panel B, where the
and lag each contain interaural time differences that resu
images with different perceived lateralization. Finally, t
resulting wave forms at the ears for the free-field case
sketched in panel C.

It is clear from Fig. 3 that stimuli that are often used
studies of the precedence effect differ dramatically from ‘‘
alistic’’ stimuli. The lead/lag simulation of a sound sour
and its reflection differs in several ways from the acoustics
real rooms. Lead and lag stimuli are often clicks of eq
amplitude and identical wave forms, while sound sour
need not be transient and reflections are usually diffe
from the sound source in amplitude and wave form. No
theless, click stimuli have been popular in precedence stu
due to their transient nature, which avoids temporal over
between the lead and lag. About 50 years ago there w
some very interesting studies on the processing of com
stimuli in a source-reflection paradigm~e.g., Haas, 1949!,
and that work is reviewed in detail by Blauert~1997!. We
believe that studies on precedence, in which the stimuli
optimized and nonrealistic, represent the first step tow
understanding basic auditory processes that are involve
resolving competition for perception and localization b
1635 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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tween a source and its reflection. Ultimately, experiment
should aim to use more realistic stimuli; however, while t
mechanisms underlying precedence are not well underst
minimizing stimulus complexity remains essential.

In this paper we will use lead and lag stimuli to refer
conditions involving the types of simulations we have ju
described. We will reserve the terms ‘‘sound source’’ a
‘‘reflections’’ to discussions of real acoustic environments
applications of experimental work to the real world. We al
will reserve the word ‘‘echo’’ for situations in which fusion
breaks down and a reflection or lag stimulus is perceived
a separate sound source. The vocabulary we are applyin
the study of precedence in this review is not necessary
understanding the literature. However, we believe that it w
help the readerbetter understand the literature, and it wi

FIG. 3. Stimulus configurations commonly used in precedence studies
Free-field setup. Two sounds are emitted from locations 45° to the right
left with the right signal leading the left signal by several milliseconds.
Dichotic headphone stimuli used by Wallachet al. ~1949!. Two click pairs
with ITDs leading to the right ear and then the left ear, with a delay of a f
milliseconds between the pairs. The individual wave forms at each ea
the lead and the lag pairs would be approximately the same levels and d
only in the interaural delay. C: Sketch of two impulse responses to cl
pairs as the sound sources reach the ears in free field from 45° to the
and left. There are natural interaural differences in time and intensity
tween the stimuli at the two ears, as well as some differences in the spe
shape of the sounds. Finally, to simulate the precedence effect there
interstimulus delay, simulating the echo delay.
1635Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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TABLE I. Crticial thresholds for fusion, discrimination suppression, and localization dominance.

Study Stimulus Thresholds Criterion for threshold

FUSION ECHO THRESHOLDS
Haas~1951! speech 30–40 ms ‘‘echo annoying’’
Lochner and Burger~1958! speech 50 ms lead and lag ‘‘equally loud’’
Schubert & Wernick~1969! noise

a! 20-ms duration 5–6 ms lead and lag ‘‘equally loud’’
b! 50-ms duration 12 ms
c!100-ms duration 22 ms

Ebataet al. ~1968! clicks 10 ms fused image at center of the head
Freymanet al. ~1991! clicks 5–9 ms lag heard on 50% of trials
Yang and Grantham~1997a! clicks 5–10 ms lag clearly audible on 75% of trials
Litovsky et al. ~1999! clicks 5–10 ms lag clearly audible on 75% of trials

DISCRIMINATION CRITICAL THRESHOLDS
Freymanet al. ~1991! clicks 5–9 ms d851
Yang and Grantham~1997b! clicks 5–10 ms discrimination 75% correct
Litovsky et al. ~1999! clicks 5–10 ms discrimination 75% correct

LOCALIZATION CRITICAL THRESHOLDS
Litovsky et al. ~1997b! clicks 11.4 ms lead location chosen on 75% of tria
Litovsky et al. ~1997a! clicks 8 ms lead location chosen on 75% of tria
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facilitate the integration of information about precedence
well as aid in modeling sound processing in reflective en
ronments.

Most of this review is concerned with recent psych
physical research related to the precedence effect; this
stitutes the material of Sec. I. In separate subsections, m
surements of fusion, localization dominance, a
discrimination suppression are discussed individually. S
tion II considers recent results showing how preced
stimulation affects perception of simulated reflections, a
we describe two important findings based on repeating le
lag stimulus pairs: the buildup and the breakdown of some
the effects of precedence. In Sec. III, material related to
man development and animal experiments is considered
Sec. IV, attention is given to neural mechanisms that mi
underlie psychophysical phenomena related to precede
hence, we will attempt to weave together and correlate fi
ings in psychophysics and physiology. Finally, in Sec. V
consider current models of precedence and their limitatio

I. PSYCHOPHYSICS WITH SIMPLE PAIRED STIMULI

A. Fusion

Fusion is a striking perceptual effect: at short dela
between a sound source and its reflection, while two or m
equally loud, spatially separated sounds are physic
present, listeners perceive only one fused auditory ev
This effect can be quite useful for avoiding multiple sou
images that may arise from the source and its reflections
listener’s ability to negotiate sounds in a reflective space
be enhanced if the auditory system groups a sound so
and its reflections in to a single, coherent auditory perce

In order to measure fusion in a controlled laborato
environment, listeners are usually asked to provide a sub
tive impression of how many sounds they hear, and meas
ments are usually repeated at various lead–lag delays.
sults can be plotted as psychometric functions that show
percent of trials on which ‘‘two sounds’’ are reported as
oc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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function of delay. At short delays~,5 ms for clicks! most
listeners report hearing one sound on the majority of tria
and as the delays are increased the proportion of trials
which ‘‘two sounds’’ are reported increases, usually reach
100% by 8 to 10 ms. In addition to the audibility of the la
other perceptual changes occur, including the influence
the lag on aspects of the fused image, such as its loudn
spatial extent, and pitch. These types of perceptual chan
also depend on the type of signal, the signal level, the dir
tion of the sources, and whether the sounds are presente
free field or over headphones. It is important to note that
detectability of the lagging source is not of primary intere
listeners are usually able to distinguish between trials
which a lag is present and trials in which the lead is p
sented alone~Guzman and Yost, 1999!. Rather, the focus is
on whether the lag is perceptually fused with the lead
whether it is perceived as a separate sound.

A common measure of the temporal boundary betwe
separating perception of ‘‘one fused sound’’ from ‘‘tw
separate sounds’’ is theecho threshold~for review see
Zurek, 1987; Blauert, 1997!. Quantitative estimates of ech
thresholds vary tremendously~2–50 ms!, depending on a
number of variables. The primary determinant of the ec
threshold seems to be the nature of the stimulus, altho
instructions to subjects are probably important and few la
ratories used several types of stimuli within a single study
addition, spatial separation might be a determinant. Blaue
~1997! definition assumes that the lead and lag are separ
while not all other writings do. In Table I we list examples
echo thresholds obtained with different stimuli, showing th
echo thresholds are much shorter for brief stimuli such
clicks than for longer duration stimuli such as noise a
ongoing complex stimuli such as running speech. Althou
the table is not inclusive of all studies conducted on fusion
represents a good summary of the stimulus variables
might influence echo threshold.

Fusion studies have an inherent subjective nature, he
estimates of echo threshold also depend on the instruct
1636Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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given to the listener. Thus echo thresholds can vary depe
ing on whether one measures delays at which the ‘‘prim
auditory event and reflection@are# equally loud’’ ~e.g., Haas,
1951; Meyer and Schrodder, 1952; Lochner and Burg
1958; Franssen, 1960, 1963; David, 1959!, the ‘‘reflection
@is# annoying’’ ~Haas, 1951; Munceyet al., 1953!, ‘‘a sec-
ond sound is heard at the vicinity of the lag speaker’’~e.g.,
Freymanet al., 1991!, or ‘‘one or more than one potentia
sources of the perceived sound are detected’’~e.g., Yost and
Guzman, 1996!. A large majority of studies on fusion wa
conducted prior to 1971 and usually in the free field. The
studies are discussed extensively by Blauert~1997!. Much
less work has been done over headphones, and this w
~e.g., Yost and Soderquist, 1984! suggests that echo thres
olds are shorter for headphones than for free-field delive
stimuli.

More recently, several additional aspects of fusion ha
been noted. There seems to be significant intersubject v
ability in the strength of fusion~e.g., Clifton and Freyman
1989; Freymanet al., 1991; Cliftonet al., 1994!. With click
stimuli, some listeners no longer experience fusion at re
tively short delays~2–4 ms!, while others experience
strong effect that lasts beyond 10 ms. In addition, it has b
suggested~Litovsky and Colburn, 1998! that spatial separa
tion between lead and lag significantly reduces echo thre
old.

In the classic literature on precedence there seems t
an underlying assumption that the precedence effect is a
aural phenomenon, mediated by the binaural circuits in
auditory system, and hence it has been modeled using
aural inputs~e.g., Blauert, 1997!. It turns out that severa
aspects of precedence, including fusion, occur at similar
lays under binaural and monaural conditions.

One might ask what natural situation would result
presentation of sounds via a monaural system? In re
years at least two such scenarios have been identified
studied. The first has been to compare listeners’ performa
in the azimuthal and median-sagittal planes, where the r
tive strength of binaural disparity cues and spectral cues
fer in the two dimensions~Litovsky et al., 1999; Rakerd
et al., 1997!. The second approach has been to measure
sion in listeners who have profound monaural deafn
~Litovsky et al., 1997a!. Monaural listeners are accustome
to functioning in their environment using information fro
one ear alone, hence they probably represent a ‘‘perfe
monaural system much more realistically than wou
normal-hearing listeners tested under monaural conditio
The results are suggestive of a fusion mechanism that is
dependent on binaural processing. In the azimuthal-me
studies, the delay at which listeners perceived ‘‘one soun
or ‘‘two sounds’’ for either clicks~Litovsky et al., 1999! or
speech~Rakerdet al., 1997! is nearly identical for most lis-
teners. In the study using monaural listeners, fusion w
found at similar delays for the normal-hearing and the m
aural populations.

To summarize, a basic perceptual consequence of lis
ing in reflective environments is that sources and their refl
tions become perceptually fused into a single coherent a
tory percept. This effect is strongest at short delays~1–8
1637 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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ms!, not unlike those that occur in relatively small enclos
spaces. Sound travels at the speed of approximately 1 m
per 3 ms, hence a reflection might take up to 6 ms to re
the ears from a nearby wall, and up to 10 ms or longer fr
a far wall. The advantages of fusion might therefore be m
noticeable in small rooms, and decrease as the reflective
faces are placed farther from the listener. Fusion studies h
been mostly limited to subjective impressions reported
listeners, with little emphasis on the perceived location of
lead, lag, or fused image. The next section on localizat
dominance focuses on processing of directional informati

B. Localization dominance

It is not hard to imagine what a listener might expe
ence if directional information contained in a source and
its reflections were weighted equally by the auditory syste
It would be difficult to identify the true location of the
source. However, that is not the case. The reader can rela
his/her own experience, whereby a source can usually
correctly localized, and the reflections contribute relative
little directional information. This everyday experience
what we term ‘‘localization dominance.’’ In a controlle
laboratory situation this phenomenon is usually studied
simulating one source~lead! and one reflection~lag!, and the
effect is thought to be strongest at short delays~greater than
a millisecond and shorter than echo threshold!. This is not to
say that directional information from the lag is complete
ignored, but that the contribution of the lead to localizati
of the fused image is much stronger than that of the lag.

1. Headphone studies

The bulk of studies on localization dominance have be
conducted under headphones using ‘‘adjustment’’ protoc
in which listeners match the position of the fused image
that of a reference stimulus~or to midline! by varying a
binaural parameter, such as interaural differences in t
~ITD! or level ~ILD !, of either the lead or lag~von Bekesy,
1930; Wallach et al., 1949; Haas, 1949; Snow, 1954b
Leakey and Cherry, 1957; Zurek, 1980; Yost and Soderqu
1984; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993, 1995!. The domi-
nance of the lead is quite compelling. For example, in th
classic study, Wallachet al. ~1949! reported combinations o
lead and lag ITDs~each favoring a different ear! that resulted
in a fused auditory image at the center of the head. At a de
of 2 ms an ITD of 100ms in the lead required an ITD o
approximately 400ms in the lag. The fact that the lag di
succeed in centering the fused image suggests that the
did not dominate perception completely. In fact, a simp
linear weighting function would imply that the directiona
cues contained in the lead were weighted four times m
heavily than those of the lag.

A more precise estimate of localization dominance c
be achieved by asking subjects to ‘‘point’’ to the perceiv
location of the auditory image using an acoustic poin
whose ITD can be manipulated by the listener~e.g., Zurek,
1980; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!. The advantage of
this protocol is that the perceptual weight of the lead and
can be directly estimated from the data using very few
rameters. Using a simple model, Shinn-Cunninghamet al.
1637Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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~1993! succeeded in calculating weighting factors for t
lead and lag from several published studies and found
typical values ranged from 80%–90% and 10%–20% for
lead and lag, respectively. Hence, Wallachet al.’s ~1949!
original finding, that while the lead dominates localizati
the lag contribution is also important, has been confirm
over the years in several labs using various techniques.

2. Azimuthal-plane studies in free fields and rooms

While headphone studies were successful in providin
quantitative measure of the perceptual weights of the l
and lag, they certainly did not provide a ‘‘realistic’’ acoust
environment. Free-field studies, on the other hand, do p
vide more realistic everyday scenarios, although they h
their own limitations. Early studies in free field using a tw
loudspeaker system showed that the perceived location o
fused image is dominated by the lead speaker~e.g., Wallach
et al., 1949; Leakey and Cherry, 1957; Snow, 1954a; Ha
1951; Leakey, 1959!. Recall that these stimuli are furthe
unrealistic in that the lag is not attenuated relative to
lead; this is unlike a true reflection, which can be drama
cally attenuated relative to the source~e.g., Fig. 1!. A classic
example of this effect was demonstrated by Leakey
Cherry ~1957! for loudspeakers located at 45° to the rig
and left, using speech signals. With no delay, the fused
age appeared at a central location in front of the listener,
a delay of a few milliseconds in one loudspeaker shifted
entire auditory image to the other, leading speaker. Lea
and Cherry also showed that increasing the level of the
layed signal by several decibels shifts the fused image b
to its central location. Similarly, Haas~1951! demonstrated
that when the level of the leading source is decreased t
appear to be two simultaneous sources in the direction
the two speakers. Hence, there is trade-off in localizat
dominance between delay and relative signal levels of
lead and lag.

To date, one published study has been conducted in
azimuthal plane with more than two speakers. Figure
shows data from Litovskyet al. ~1997b! with three speakers
~nine possible lead–lag combinations! at delays of 0 to 10
ms. In the azimuthal plane~open symbols! at delays of 1–2
ms, the leading source location was chosen on 95% of tr
providing strong evidence that the lead dominated local
tion. At longer delays~above 5 ms!, both lead and lag loca
tions were chosen equally, suggesting that localization do
nance was no longer effective~listeners heard two sound
but could not determine which was the leading source!. Re-
sults of free-field studies are generally consistent with
headphone studies; however, the techniques have been
sophisticated and have yielded little information regard
the relative weights of the lead and lag in localization.

Finally, a related auditory illusion known as the ‘‘Fran
sen effect’’ occurs with similar stimulus conditions in whic
the first sounds arriving at a listener dominate spatial perc
tion ~Franssen, 1963; see Hartmann and Rakerd, 1989;
et al., 1997!. This illusion refers to the finding that the loca
tion of a long duration tone at one spatial location is iden
fied as arising from the location of a short tone burst t
precedes the longer tone. For example, if a 50-ms tone at
1638 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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location is presented with a sudden onset and a gradual
set, and at a different location a tone is turned on gradu
and remains on for a long time, listeners will perceive a sh
tone at the onset from the leading speaker, then a ro
filling diffuse ongoing sound. When forced to choose a loc
tion, subjects resort to the initial tone location. The illusi
works for midfrequency tones presented in reverber
rooms. It does not work for noise stimuli, for stimuli pre
sented in anechoic rooms or over headphones, or when
tones are low or very high in frequency~Hartmann and
Rakerd, 1989; Yostet al., 1997!. The ability to produce the
Franssen illusion is correlated with the ability of listeners
localize sounds, in that sounds that are difficult to local
appear to generate the strongest Franssen illusion~Hartmann
and Rakerd, 1989; Yostet al., 1997!. Thus the Franssen ef
fect is consistent with localization dominance in the pre
dence effect, in that the first information arriving at the li
tener controls the reported location of the perceived sou

3. Free-field studies in the median sagittal plane

Since reflections in natural rooms arrive from multip
directions, including the walls, ceiling, and floor, they a
likely to contain directional information that includes bina
ral cues~ITD and ILD! as well as monaural spectral an
level cues. Until very recently, studies on localization dom
nance have focused exclusively on stimuli containing bin
ral cues, simulating reflections arriving from the walls. Litt
attention has been paid to scenarios in which reflecti
might contain few binaural cues and the primary directio
cues are monaural spectral, such as when they arrive f
the ceiling and floor directly in front of the listener. To th
extent that models of localization dominance exist, they h
thus focused on binaural mechanisms.

To date, a handful of studies have attempted to meas
localization dominance under conditions in which monau
spectral cues are prominent. The first such study~Blauert,
1971! demonstrated that when the lead and lag are prese
in the median sagittal plane from 0°~front! or 180° ~back!
and the lead–lag delay is greater than 0.5 ms, the lead d
nated the perceived location of the fused image. Howe
the longest delay used in that study was 0.88 ms, whic

FIG. 4. Localization dominance measures in free field. Lead and lag lo
tions varied in 90° steps along each plane~0, 690° in azimuth and 0, 90,
180° in median!. Listeners reported the location that was nearest to tha
the fused event. Mean responses for eight subjects are plotted. For
source planes, the plots show the percentage of trials in which the lea
source was nearest to the sound image~reprinted from Litovskyet al.
1997b, with permission!.
1638Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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within the ‘‘summing localization’’ window and not quite
within the temporal region normally used in azimuth
binaural studies on localization dominance~Blauert, 1997!.
Several recent studies~Rakerd and Hartmann, 1997; Lito
vsky et al., 1997b; Dizonet al., 1997! measured localization
dominance in the median sagittal plane at delays greater
1 ms. These studies employed a multiple-loudspeaker p
digm with various combinations of lead–lag locations, a
listeners were instructed to report which of the loudspeak
was nearest to the perceived location of the fused sound
age. The filled symbols in Fig. 4 show the results from Li
vsky et al. ~1997b! in the median-sagittal plane. At delays
1–2 ms the leading source location was chosen on a maj
of trials, as was found in the azimuthal plane. Thus the ba
effect of localization dominance occurs at similar delays
the azimuthal or median planes. The effect does seem
weaker in the median plane, possibly since localization
poorer in the median plane, and adding a reflection cre
coloration caused by a spectral ripple~Yost et al., 1996!
which can lead to localization errors~Blauert, 1997!.

C. Lag discrimination suppression

While studies on fusion and localization dominan
measure perceptual effects that are somewhat analogo
our experience in reflective environments, there exists a t
approach to probing the auditory system’s sensitivity
stimulus parameters of the lead or lag. These experiment
lag discrimination suppression measure the ability of list
ers to process spatial information about the lagging stimu
~relative to the leading stimulus!. Experiments have bee
conducted both under headphones and in free field. He
phone experiments measure just-noticeable-difference in
ITD or ILD of the lead and lag~e.g., Zurek, 1980; Gaskell
1983; Yost and Soderquist, 1984; Saberi and Perrott, 19
Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993; Saberi, 1996; Tollin and
Henning, 1998!, whereas free-field experiments measure d
crimination of positional changes~e.g., Perrottet al., 1989;
Freymanet al., 1991; Litovsky and Macmillan, 1994; Yan
and Grantham, 1997a, 1997b; Litovsky, 1999!. In general,
when the delay is short~less than 5 ms for clicks!, changes in
the lag are extremely difficult to discriminate; changes in
lead are much easier to discriminate, although performa
is somewhat worse than on single-source discrimination.
Litovsky and colleagues have pointed out~Litovsky and
Macmillan, 1994; Litovsky, 1997; Litovsky and Ashmea
1997!, while the lead-discrimination task requires listene
to ignore irrelevant information in the lag, the lag
discrimination task requires that listeners extract informat
from a sound that is not audible as a separate auditory ev
Based on what is known about localization dominance
prediction can be made that lead discrimination should
somewhat hampered by the presence of the lag, since
latter is not completely suppressed. In addition, lag discri
nation should be the worse condition since directional inf
mation contained in the lag is the primary target of the s
pressive mechanism.
1639 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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1. Studies using headphones

The advantage of headphone studies is that they a
careful stimulus control and independent manipulation
each directional cue. The classic demonstration of the
crimination effect was Zurek’s~1980! report that listeners’
ability to discriminate changes in ITDs or ILDs of the lag
ging source deteriorates in the presence of the lead. The
fect is largest at delays of 2–3 ms, the same delay rang
which localization dominance and fusion are also known
be quite strong~see Secs. I A and I B!.

Various aspects of this finding have since been re
cated, with some caveats regarding the exact delays at w
the effect is strongest~e.g., Gaskell, 1983; Tollin and Hen
ning, 1998!, limitations of the procedure due to high inte
and intra-subject variability~Yost and Soderquist, 1984!, and
possible effects of training~Saberi and Perrott, 1990!. One of
the intriguing outcomes of such studies has been a report
discrimination performance can be directly related to m
sures of localization dominance. Shinn-Cunninghamet al.
~1993! developed a simple model for localization ‘‘adjus
ment’’ data, which was able to accurately predict perfo
mance on the discrimination task, suggesting a tight rela
between these two measurements. Thus when the lea
source dominates the perceived location of the fused ima
listeners are also unable to extract directional cues from
lag as easily as they can from the lead. This is consis
with Zurek’s ~1980! postulation that the precedence effe
results from a temporary loss of sensitivity to interaural cu
shortly after the onset of the lead.

2. Studies in free field

Discrimination studies in free field can be categoriz
into two complementary experimental paradigms. One
proach, which is analogous to ITD or ILD just-noticabl
differences~JNDs!, has been to measure the minimum a
dible angle ~MAA; estimating the smallest change in th
direction of a sound source that can be reliably detected! for
the lead, lag, or a single source sound. In these studies
delay is kept short~2–4 ms!, within the range of delays
where fusion is known to be strong. Numerous studies h
shown that lag-discrimination MAAs are higher than sing
source MAAs by a few degrees~Perrottet al., 1987; Perrott
and Pacheco, 1989; Perrottet al., 1989; Litovsky and Mac-
millan, 1994; Litovsky, 1997!. In addition, lead-
discrimination MAAs are better than lag-discrimination, b
still somewhat worse than single-source MAAs~Litovsky
and Macmillan, 1994; Litovsky, 1997!. These results sugges
that, while the presence of the lead renders directional in
mation present in the lag difficult to access, the lag a
interferes with lead discrimination. Hence, the precede
effect does not represent complete suppression of the lag
rather a strong dominance by the lead. A useful method
normalizing performance is the ratio of lead/single or la
single thresholds~Litovsky, 1997; Tollin and Henning,
1998!, which is appropriate for comparing performan
across conditions or between groups of various ages or
differing amounts of hearing loss.
1639Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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A second experimental paradigm in free field has be
to measure discrimination of a fixed change in the lag lo
tion while varying the delay. This method was original
developed by Freymanet al. ~1991! in an attempt to link
discrimination suppression to fusion. Figure 5~A! shows re-
sults from Freymanet al. ~1991! which suggest that, unde
some conditions, echo threshold obtained in the fusion t
is similar to the thresholds obtained with the discriminati
task ~defined as the delay for whichd8 equals 1!. Freyman
and colleagues postulated that, if listeners can subjecti
‘‘hear out’’ the lag as a separate sound then they should
able to extract directional information from the lag. Co
versely, if the lag is fused with the lead then discriminati
performance should be at chance. It turns out that this r
tion between fusion and discrimination holds true under s
cific conditions which depend on the locations of the stimu
the number of stimuli presented within a given trial, a
possibly other variations not studied.

There are two very interesting parameters that sugge
decoupling between auditory mechanisms mediating fus
and discrimination. The first parameter is the number
clicks presented within each trial. It appears that while
strength of fusion~measured with echo thresholds! increases
substantially as the number of lead–lag pairs increases~fur-
ther explored in Sec. II!, discrimination suppression is les
dependent on this stimulus variable@Yang and Grantham
1997a; see Fig. 5~B!#. This effect relates to the influence o
prior stimuli which are discussed in more detail in Sec. I

A second situation in which there appears to be dec
pling between fusion and discrimination is one in whi
stimuli are presented in the median-sagittal plane. As w
discussed earlier, fusion is observed at nearly identical
lays in the azimuthal and median planes, where binaural
monaural spectral cues, respectively, dominate localizat

FIG. 5. Discrimination suppression measured in free field is similar to
sion under some conditions, but not others. A: Listeners report how m
sources they hear~fusion; squares! or discriminate between two possible la
locations ~discrimination suppression; circles!. Data were obtained using
one pair of 4-ms noise bursts. Results are highly similar for the two pre
dence tasks~replotted from Freymanet al., 1991, with permission!. B: Echo
thresholds~delays at which discrimination performance reached 75% c
rect, or at which listeners reported hearing ‘‘two sounds’’ on 75% of tria!
are shown for 1-click and 9-click conditions~Replotted from Yang and
Grantham, 1997a, with permission!.
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In contrast, discrimination suppression has not been foun
the median plane. Figure 6 shows results from a recent s
by Litovsky et al. ~1999!, who compared discrimination per
formance in the two planes. Consistent with previous fin
ings, in the azimuthal plane performance is poor at sh
delays and improves dramatically by 5–10 ms~e.g., Freyman
et al., 1991; Clifton et al., 1994; Yang and Grantham
1997a!. In contrast, in the median-sagittal plane, perfo
mance is roughly independent of delay. When asked to
scribe which auditory cues were used during the task,
subjects reported that in the azimuth the only reliable c
was lateral movement of the sound, but in the median pl
perceptual changes in the pitch of the fused auditory ev
were quite obvious and reliable. The authors postulated
in the median plane listeners were able to rely on cues p
vided by directional filtering by the pinnae, which are know
to be important for identifying the elevation of sourc
~Fisher and Freedman, 1968; Blauert, 1969; Butler, 19
Shaw, 1974; Gardner and Gardner, 1973; Middlebrooks
Green, 1991!. Given the nature of the objective lag
discrimination task, where feedback is provided and listen
can use whatever cues are available to them, the delay
pendence may only be robust when binaural cues are b
varied, such as in the azimuthal plane in free field or us
ITDs and ILDs under headphones. In fact, a recent rep
~Freymanet al., 1998! suggests that also in azimuth, listene
are quite sensitive to various aspects of the lag, including
intensity and spectral content. Taken together, these find
are consistent with the notion that although we are usu
not actively aware of reflections, we remain sensitive to
formation carried by these sounds. This sensitivity can
useful for enhancing certain information carried by t
source and for a person’s awareness of room acoustics.

D. Cross-frequency effects and uncorrelated lead–lag

Most studies on precedence have used idealized sh
duration stimuli such as clicks. However, it is clear that
order to understand how reflections are processed by the
ditory system, more realistic stimuli should be used. For
stance, one could ask whether the reflection must be an i
tical copy of the source, which can be accomplished by us
stimuli with different spectral contents or that are noncor
lated. Several such studies have been conducted, and t
together, they suggest that all aspects of the precedenc

-
y

e-

-

FIG. 6. Discrimination suppression in the azimuthal~solid! and median
sagittal ~dotted! planes for four listeners. Percent correct is plotted as
function of lead–lag delay~from Litovsky and Colburn, 1998; after Lito-
vsky et al., 1999!.
1640Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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fect are strongest when the lead and lag are identical, bu
some extent they also operate when the lag is not an e
replica of the lead. In fact, it would be strange if preceden
failed completely unless the lead and lag were identical
most reverberant rooms the acoustics are such that some
quencies contained in the source are reflected while ot
are absorbed; hence, reflections are rarely identical to
source. However, realistic reflections can only be compri
of frequencies originally contained in the source, thus o
might expect noncorrelated lead and lag signals to y
weak precedence.

To our knowledge, only one study has been conduc
on cross-frequency effects using the fusion paradigm. Pe
et al. ~1987! compared performance in free field for broa
band noise bursts~50-ms duration! that were correlated to
various gradations, and showed that fusion is somew
weaker when the lead and lag consist of uncorrelated tok
of noise than when the tokens are correlated. In the unco
lated condition, listeners reported hearing two sounds
most trials, regardless of delay; at delays below 10 ms th
was a small proportion of trials on which one sound w
reported. In contrast, in the correlated condition listeners
perienced the ‘‘classic’’ fusion phenomenon; at short del
they reported hearing one sound on the majority of trials,
at longer delays they reported two sounds on the majority
trials.

The effects of the relative frequency of lead and l
components have been explored in more detail using the
calization dominance and discrimination suppression p
digms. Scharf~1974! measured localization for a pair o
tones presented from 45° to the right and left in an anech
room. When the tones were the same frequency, a si
fused image was heard from the leading speaker. As
frequency difference increased, the effect weakened, but
still present for tones differing by 1900 Hz. Blauert and D
venyi ~1988! used virtual sound stimuli to show that th
amount of lag-discrimination suppression increases as
overlap between the lead and lag spectra was increased.
the fusion study noted above, this result is consistent with
notion that naturally occurring reflections~that contain more
spectral overlap with the source! are more likely to be sup
pressed than unrelated stimuli. Similarly, in a headph
study of ITD discrimination, Divenyi~1992! found that lag-
discrimination suppression is stronger if the lead freque
is lower than the lag. Divenyi fixed the lag frequency at 20
Hz, varied the lead frequency from 500 to 3000 Hz, a
found that sensitivity to lag ITD was poorest for the lowe
lead frequencies. In fact, when the lead frequency was 2
Hz or greater, there was little effect on performance, w
ITD discrimination thresholds less than 100ms. In contrast,
lead frequencies of 500 or 1000 Hz resulted in lag ITD d
crimination thresholds as high as 400ms. This finding is
somewhat unexpected if one assumes that precedence s
be strongest for lead–lag stimuli that are similar in spec
content. However, Divenyi interprets his findings to sugg
that discrimination suppression depends on the relative lo
izability of the lead and lag, rather than their spectral sim
larity. The lower-frequency lead stimuli are more easily
calized than the higher-frequency stimuli, hence th
1641 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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produce stronger suppression of the directional informat
contained in the lag.

Similar results have been reported by others. Yang
Grantham ~1997b! studied discrimination suppression fo
lead and lag stimuli that differed in their spectral overlap
both the free field~in an anechoic chamber! and with head-
phones~by manipulating interaural time differences!. They
showed that the parameters affecting discrimination supp
sion appear to be different in the two listening environmen
In the free field, the amount of spectral overlap between
lead and lag stimuli was most effective in determining t
amount of discrimination suppression as was found
Blauert and Divenyi~1988!. However, over headphones
low-frequency information seemed to dominate hig
frequency information even when there was little or no sp
tral overlap between the lead and lag stimuli. This dom
nance of low frequencies over high frequencies in la
discrimination suppression is consistent with the fact t
thresholds for processing interaural time differences
lower for low frequencies compared with those for high fr
quencies.

Using the pointer adjustment method with narrow-ba
noise bursts, Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1995! measured the
extent to which the ITD in the lag influenced the perceiv
ITD of the fused image, and found that a high-frequency
~1250 Hz! received almost no perceptual weight in the pre
ence of a low-frequency~450 Hz! lead, but a low-frequency
lag was perceptually weighted equal to a high-frequen
lead. To test Divenyi’s hypothesis that these findings ar
from differences in the ‘‘localization strength’’ of compo
nents with different frequencies, Shinn-Cunninghamet al.
~1995! balanced the low- and high-frequency components
centering the image of simultaneously presented compon
with adjusted levels. The components were equally effec
in centering an image when the level of the high-frequen
component was greater than the level of the low-freque
component. When the levels of the lead–lag stimuli we
adjusted in this way the asymmetry in discrimination w
eliminated and the weight of the lead was the same for b
cases.

The emphasis on the lead stimulus seen in localiza
results can also be seen in results related to the intera
cross correlation~Aoki and Houtgast, 1992!. In measure-
ments of the width or the compactness/diffuseness of
sound image, this study demonstrated that the dominanc
the lead is the same for localization and diffuseness. Th
results suggest that the precedence effect, at least under
conditions, is not exclusively one of localization or latera
izationper se, but rather a more general effect of reduction
the binaural information available in the lag.

These data suggest that suppression of the spatial in
mation contained in the lag is strongest when the lead
lag are spectrally similar. However, there are still many u
knowns about how the three measures of precedence de
on the spectral similarity between the lead and lag stimu
Since real-world reflections are spectrally correlated, but
identical, additional information about precedence and sp
tral differences is necessary with the originating sou
1641Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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source in order to fully understand sound processing in
verberant environments.

E. Summary

We have reviewed psychophysical literature on perc
tual phenomena which are based in single pairs of stim
and which are thought to be related to the precedence ef
While fusion and localization dominance probe listene
subjective impressions of how many auditory events
heard and what their perceived positions are, l
discrimination suppression probe the extent to which asp
of the lag or lead are difficult to access due to the presenc
the other. The discrimination studies avoid a problem inh
ent to fusion and localization dominance studies: the sub
tive nature of the tasks required of the listeners. The fus
and localization dominance tasks measure a perceptual ‘
pression,’’ for which there is no objectively correct answ
Although subjective studies yield valuable information r
garding auditory processing, the experimenter must be c
cerned with changes over time in listeners’ criteria. On
other hand, discrimination experiments must be evalua
with full awareness that any of the multiple, changing a
pects of the perceptions may be used as a cue. Thus pe
mance may be related to timbre changes, for example,
not to spatial attributes directly.

Over the years, several attempts have been made to
plain the time-course of precedence phenomena and to i
tify their locus in the auditory pathway. McFadden~1973!
described a neural network that heavily weights the loca
of a sound source in the presence of reflections by inhibi
neurons that carry directional information regarding the
posite hemifield. Although this network does not take a
count of results in the median plane, it emphasizes the p
sible role of inhibition of directional information carried b
the lag. The temporal window of precedence, which lasts
approximately 1–8 ms for clicks, was elegantly described
Harris et al. ~1963! as a

‘‘...neural gate previous to the place of binaural inte
action that closes about 1 ms after the first neu
response, permitting no further neural timing sign
to be sent to the brain. This gate would reopen two
slightly more, milliseconds later. A mechanism f
such a neural gate could be self-inhibition and inhi
tion of lateral nerves by the nerves firing on the init
stimulus. This inhibition would have an inherent d
lay that would permit nerves to be fired in an interv
of about 1 ms after the initial neural response. T
inhibition would also last for about 2 ms.’’~p. 677!

This postulated inhibition might effectively reduce sensit
ity to directional information, but not to other cues such
timbre, pitch, and loudness.

II. EFFECTS OF PREVIOUS STIMULATION

While most real-world sound sources and reflections
cur only once or a few number of times, recent research
measures of precedence involving repeating the lead and
stimuli several times have revealed some unexpected res
1642 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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These results reveal that the measures of precedence ar
pendent on listeners’ immediate prior experience with
lead–lag presentations. If such experience is important
processing sound sources and their reflections then this
plies that reflection processing may be more complica
than had previously been thought.

These recent data show that several measures of pr
dence change after several presentations of the lead
stimuli ~buildup!. For instance, after several repetitions
the lead and lag stimuli, listeners perceive a subjective ‘‘fa
ing out’’ of the lagging stimulus~Clifton and Freyman,
1989!. If, after the fade-out some parameters of the lead
lag are suddenly changed, such as their relative locati
then the lag reappears and is perceived again. Fusion i
established if the lead and lag stimuli are repeated sev
more times at their new spatial locations~Clifton, 1987!. A
schematic diagram of this phenomenon is displayed in Fig
These findings suggest that aspects of the lag become m
suppressed with number of presentations~buildup of prece-
dence!, and are no longer suppressed after certain parame
are switched~breakdown of precedence!. These recent re-
sults are reviewed and the implications discussed below

A. The buildup effect

Recent experiments have shown that, not only is e
threshold influenced by properties such as stimulus type,
ration, and the spectral makeup of lead–lag stimuli,
short-term previous experience with a stimulus also infl
ences echo threshold. In particular, it has been found that
lead–lag click stimulus is repeated over and over again~re-
ferred to as a click train!, echo threshold for the last lead–la

FIG. 7. This figure is a schematic cartoon describing the buildup and
breakdown of fusion. The first presentation of the lead and lag~at top! may
not cause fusion leading to the perception of both stimuli. After seve
presentations fusion occurs. Following the switch of the spatial location
the lead and lag stimuli, fusion breaks down and is reestablished afte
lead and lag stimuli are repeated at their new spatial locations.
1642Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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stimulus is raised by several milliseconds~Thurlow and
Parks, 1961; Clifton and Freyman, 1989; Freymanet al.,
1991!, with the most important parameter being the num
of click-pairs in the train rather the train duration or the cli
rate~Freymanet al., 1991!. The slopes of echo threshold as
function of number of click-pairs in the train show the sha
est increase in threshold between 1–5 click-pairs, and
asymptotic value by 12 click-pairs, suggesting that ec
threshold becomes stable following the acquisition of a c
tain amount of information about the lead–lag stimu
~Clifton and Freyman, 1997!. This increase in echo thresho
suggests that some sort of adaptation occurs over repetit
such that listeners become less sensitive to reflections
terms of fusion, lagging clicks are heard at first and th
perceptually seem to fade away with stimulus repetitions
terms of discrimination suppression, the time delay neede
discriminate the lag click increases as multiple repetitions
the stimulus occur. In terms of localization dominance,
image would be expected to move toward the leading sou
location, although measurements have not been made.
phenomenon has been called buildup of precedence.

Surprisingly, whether the lead stimulus originates fro
the left or the right side also affects the amount of build
seen. This was first reported as a finding by Clifton a
Freyman~1989!, in which it was found that buildup wa
stronger when the leading click originated from the right s
rather than from the left. Grantham~1996! pursued this no-
tion and found that for a single noise burst no difference
discrimination suppression was seen between condition
which the leading stimulus originated from the left or fro
the right side. If a judgment followed a train of lead–la
pairs~i.e., after buildup occurred!, however, much more dis
crimination suppression was found on the right side than
the left side. Asymmetry in buildup has been suggested
evidence that more central brain mechanisms are involve
this phenomenon~Clifton and Freyman, 1989; Grantham
1996!.

Another stimulus characteristic which has been found
be important in buildup is the number of lagging clicks pr
sented. Rather than presenting a simple lead–lag stimu
Yost and Guzman~1996! presented multiple lags at differen
delays following the lead portion of the stimulus. Yost a
Guzman found that, when the stimulus was a simple lea
lag click train ~that is, only one lagging click was presen!,
the time delay needed to see a buildup of fusion had to
much shorter than when two lag portions were present.
instance, no buildup of fusion occurred for a 12-ms sepa
tion between the lead and lag. However, if two lag clic
were presented, so that the first lag occurred 6 ms after
lead click and the second lag occurred 12 ms after the
click ~the same time separation as for the lead–lag stimul!,
buildup was seen. This finding suggests that there is an
teraction between the time separation and number of lag
clicks present.

Recent work suggests that the amount of buildup
pends upon the type of task a listener is asked to perf
~Yang and Grantham, 1997a!. Although earlier studies hav
used both fusion and discrimination suppression tasks v
ally interchangeably to measure buildup~Freyman et al.,
1643 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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1991; Cliftonet al., 1994!, Yang and Grantham suggest th
fusion and discrimination suppression may be independ
phenomena. They found that for a single lead–lag pair, p
formance on these two tasks was similar. But, with a train
bursts, fusion increased far more than discrimination s
pression. This finding suggests that these two different
pects of precedence, fusion and discrimination suppress
may be governed at least to a certain extent by differ
mechanisms.

Yang and Grantham~1997a; see Fig. 5B! have shown
that when the lead–lag click-pair is preceded by a train o
click–pairs there is a strong dissociation between fusion
discrimination. Fusion echo thresholds increase by 15–
ms. In contrast, discrimination echo thresholds are less
fected by the preceding stimulus, and increase by 3–8 m
should also be pointed out that a change in the threshold
discriminating an interaural parameter or the spatial locat
of the lead and lag stimuli in these experiments does
necessarily mean that the lead or lag stimuli were heard
separate signals~i.e., that fusion did not occur!. The dis-
crimination can be based on the changes in the fused im
such as the diffuseness or spatial extent of the perce
sound image, or lateral position of the fused event~see Yang
and Grantham, 1997b!.

B. The breakdown of precedence phenomena

It has been found that buildup of fusion or of discrim
nation suppression can be interrupted by presenting ce
kinds of changes to the lead and lag portions of the stimu
resulting in a dramatic decrease in echo threshold~cf.,
Fig. 7!. This interruption of buildup is often called a ‘‘break
down’’ or ‘‘release from suppression.’’ If the locations of th
lead and lag suddenly switch, so that the lead now occ
where the lagging stimulus had been and vice versa~referred

FIG. 8. The percent of times that ‘‘more than one stimulus’’ is reported
a function of the number of presentations of the lead and lag stimu
separated by 6 ms. Between the 10th and 11th presentation the locatio
the lead and lag were reversed and remained reversed for the remaind
the presentations. Listeners indicated how many sound sources they
ceived for the last lead–lag presentation for each repetition condition. W
there are three or fewer presentations, listeners occasionally report per
ing more than one sound source. For additional lead–lag presentations
one sound source is reported~buildup!. After the switch, most of the time
more than one sound source is reported~breakdown of fusion!. Then addi-
tional presentations yield reports of one sound source~buildup again!.
~Adapted from Yost and Guzman, 1996, with permission.!
1643Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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to as a reversal switch!, fusion is disrupted and listeners he
both clicks. An example of this effect is shown in Fig. 8 wi
recent data from Yost and Guzman~1996!. This release from
suppression due to a switch in location was first reported
Clifton ~1987! and has thus become known as the ‘‘Clifto
effect’’ ~Moore, 1996; Blauert, 1997!. Other changes to the
stimulus have also been shown to disrupt buildup. Clift
et al. ~1994! found that if the time delay between the lea
and lag of the last lead–lag pair was changed, discrimina
suppression was reduced and listeners could detect the
tion of the lagging click more easily. Yost and Guzm
~1996! found that only a particular kind of change in locatio
results in a breakdown. If the lead and lag clicks are sim
shifted one loudspeaker to the right~referred to as a latera
switch!, there is no breakdown in fusion.

Hafter and his colleagues~see reviews in Hafteret al.,
1988; Hafter, 1997; Yost and Hafter, 1987! measured the
ability of listeners to detect an interaural time difference~and
in some experiments, an interaural level difference;
Hafter et al., 1983! of a train of clicks. They consistently
found that the early clicks in the click train contribute mo
than later clicks in the discrimination of a dichotic click tra
with an interaural difference than from a diotic click tra
without interaural differences. As one would expect, t
more clicks there are in the click train~up to some limit!, the
lower the interaural difference thresholds become. Howe
for short temporal separations between the clicks in the tr
the later clicks contribute less information than the ear
clicks. They developed a model which assumes the audi
system adapts to the early arriving interaural informati
such that the early arriving binaural information dominat
While most of their work has been done using headph
delivered stimuli, Hafteret al. ~1992! demonstrated tha
similar effects occur in an anechoic room. These results
like many cited in the precedence literature~see Hafter,
1997! in that spatial processing is dominated by early arr
ing information ~the precedence effect!, later samples have
less binaural information than earlier samples, and there
buildup of binaural information over repeated events.

Hafter and Buell~1990; see also Hafteret al., 1988 and
Hafter, 1997! studied stimulus conditions involving clic
trains and interrupted click trains. These experiments sh
many similarities to those measuring for the breakdown
precedence. For instance, suppose that a train ofN clicks has
an interaural time discrimination threshold of approximat
60 ms. If the train of clicks is made half as long, i.e.,N/2
clicks long, the threshold can increase~for instance, to abou
70 ms! since a short click train has less useful binaural inf
mation than a longer click train. However, if halfwa
through the long click train~after theN/2 click! noise is
added, or something else~even silence! interrupts the train
momentarily, the interaural-time difference threshold for t
interrupted, long click train decreases to 50ms. This indi-
cates that the information in the interrupted click train
more effective than in the continuous train. It is as if t
interruption caused the binaural system to restart its ada
tion process and the click train is processed as two set
N/2 clicks, rather than a long train ofN clicks. This is similar
to the Clifton effect, in which an interruption in the flow o
1644 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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repeated clicks causes a restart of the system that govern
way in which interaural information is associated with r
peating click events.

C. Possible consequences of the buildup and the
breakdown of precedence

Several ideas regarding processes involved in the pr
dence effect have emerged based upon findings of buil
and breakdown. The breakdown of suppression, espec
the breakdown of fusion, suggests that the auditory sys
maintains information about the lag~reflection! stimulus,
even when fusion occurs and localization is dominated
the lead stimulus. That is, for the early click events in a tr
of repeating clicks, the lag appears to be completely fu
with the lead, and source location is dominated by that of
lead. However, when certain types of ‘‘switches’’ or inco
sistencies involving the lead and lag take place, the lag
perceived as separate with its own perceived location. T
it appears as if information about the lag is not eliminate
but rather that certain information about the lag is su
pressed. Certain changes in the acoustic environment
release this suppression.

Phenomena such as left–right asymmetry and the r
tively long time course over which buildup and breakdow
occur suggest to some researchers that buildup and br
down are governed bycentral brain processes~Clifton and
Freyman, 1997; Grantham, 1996!. It has been suggested th
breakdown occurs with changes to the stimulus that are
compatible with a listener’s immediate previous experien
in an acoustic environment. Blauert and Col~1992! hypoth-
esized that the precedence effect is at least partially c
trolled by processes in higher centers of the nervous sys
and suggest that a model such as one involving a pat
recognition process may be appropriate to account for
listener’s ability to selectively listen to the lagging sour
under certain conditions. Rakerd and Hartmann~1985! pro-
pose what they have termed the ‘‘plausibility hypothesis
According to this theory, interaural parameters are asse
by listeners to determine their plausibility given the inform
tion listeners have about the environment~for instance, vi-
sual images!. Thus interaural variables deemed to be impla
sible ~such as a very large interaural difference of time! are
discounted. Clifton and colleagues~e.g., Cliftonet al., 1994!
suggest a similar hypothesis, in which reflections prov
information about a listener’s acoustic environment. Bas
on this ~previous! information, listeners form ‘‘expecta
tions’’ about the sounds that can occur given the acou
environment. If a sound does not follow their expectatio
~such as in the case of a reversal switch!, listeners reevaluate
the acoustic stimulus, causing breakdown of fusion and/o
discrimination suppression. It should be noted that to d
there is no evidence that either buildup or breakdown
learned effects or that they can be modified by practice~Clif-
ton and Freyman, 1997!.

The fact that buildup and the breakdown of precede
occur for several different conditions has been used to s
gest that reflection processing relies on central mechani
such as those that are involved with cognition~see Blauert,
1997!. While this is one possible way to theorize about p
1644Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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ding
cedence mechanisms, data may be too sparse to resolv
theory over another. For instance, if buildup and breakdo
of precedence cannot be modified by practice or other c
ditions that control learning, then many theories of cognit
would not be applicable for dealing with these precede
effects. Precedence buildup and breakdown suggest tha
do not fully understand the basic processes governing pr
dence, especially fusion. If fusion changes as a function
immediate prior experience with the lead and lag stim
what aspects of the lead and lag~or the environment in
which the lead and lag occur! cause fusion? A full under
standing of reflection processing in real-world situations
quires knowledge of precisely which aspects of the lead
lag alter the effects of precedence.

III. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Early behavioral-ablation studies showed that unilate
ablation of the auditory cortex severely impairs the ability
cats to accurately choose the hemifield containing the le
ing source, while the ability to find the hemifield containin
a single-source sound was not affected~Cranford et al.,
1971; Whitfield et al., 1972!. Performance was consiste
with elimination of lead dominance in localization on th
side of the lesion. The deficit was limited to cases in wh
the leading source was in the contralateral hemifield~oppo-
site to the lesion site!. For instance, if the left auditory corte
was ablated, left–right lead–lag pairs of tone pulses~23-ms
delay! were localized at the leading source but right–l
lead–lag stimuli were not localized consistently. Later stu
ies ~Cranford and Oberholtzer, 1976; Whitfield, 1978! found
this effect in some but not all animals. These differenc
have been attributed to differences in the extent of the les
individual differences in behavioral learning strateg
amongst cats, and differences in testing procedures.

Behavioral correlates of localization dominance and
sion have been found in several animals at delays that
similar to those reported for humans. Cranford~1982! made
psychophysical measurements of localization dominanc
normal animals. Click trains were presented with varyi
lead–lag delays~from 0.2 to 9 ms! either with a speaker on
the left leading a speaker on the right, or vice versa. C
were trained to release a foot pedal on the right if they he
a sound on the right, and another foot pedal on the left if th
heard a sound on the left. Cats were only rewarded if t
released a foot pedal corresponding to the side of the lea
click. ~For the case of 0-ms delay, cats were rewarded
releasing either foot. This symmetric case was run in se
rate sessions.! Mean results from six cats tested in the Cra
ford study and from studies in rats and humans are show
Fig. 9. In the Cranford study~circles!, all animals responded
mostly to the leading side at lead–lag delays of 0.5 to 2
At longer delays some cats still responded only to the le
while others responded to both lead and lag. These result
cats are very similar to the human localization-dominan
results~Litovsky et al., 1997b! plotted in the same figure. I
appears that the delays at which cats seem to show loca
tion dominance are about the same as the delays for w
human listeners experience localization dominance and
sion.
1645 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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Other studies reported similar findings in rats~Kelly,
1974, Fig. 9, triangles! and crickets~Wyttenbach and Hoy,
1993!. Finally, Keller and Takahashi~1996! measured sound
localization in owls for lead–lag stimuli. Since the owls we
asleep or not appropriately positioned on 90% of trials,
behavioral data are scarce in seven of the ten animals te
In three animals, at lead–lag delays of 2 to 10 ms the o
turned their heads consistently toward the leading speake
the majority of trials. Most recently, Populin and Yin~1998!
used a magnetic search coil technique to measure eye m
ments in cats whose heads were fixed in place. These
were able to localize a single-source click or noise burs
within a few degrees. Lead–lag trials included two sourc
placed at 18° to the right and left. At a delay of 0 ms, c
oriented their eyes toward midline, suggesting that th
heard a ‘‘phantom’’ source at that location. As the dela
were increased, the eye movements shifted gradually tow
the leading speaker, approximating single source by 300ms.

Hochster and Kelly~1981!, motivated by the earlier ab
lations studies in cats, measured localization dominanc
children 6–16 years of age with temporal-lobe epilepsy. F
stimuli consisting of single clicks, these children were ab
to identify which of two loudspeakers contained the stim
lus. On precedence trials containing lead–lag stimulus p
with short delays~1–4 ms!, both epileptic and normal chil-
dren were able to identify the leading speaker on nea
100% of trials. However, the effect was substantially wea
in the epileptic children than normal children or adults, su
gesting that the temporal lobe might be functionally involv
in mediating localization dominance.

A series of precedence studies in human infants
children and in newborn and young dogs were undertak
partly motivated by the animal behavior studies~for exten-
sive reviews see Clifton, 1985; Litovsky and Ashmea

FIG. 9. Behavioral measurements in animals. Data for three species
compared: humans~square; from Litovskyet al., 1997; replotted with per-
mission!, cats~circle; from Cranford, 1982; replotted with permission! and
rats ~triangle; from Kelly, 1974; replotted with permission!. In each case
performance is plotted as a function of lead–lag delay. Human data
azimuthal data replotted from Fig. 5; percent of trials in which listen
reported that the sound was located at the lead speaker are plotted. Ca
represent the percent of trials in which cats oriented toward the lea
speaker. Rat data represent animals’ performance~rated from 0%–100%!
score for discrimination of right–left~lead–lag! trials from left–right trials.
1645Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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1997!. Localization dominance, measured in much the sa
way as it was in the cats, does not seem to be presen
newborn human infants~Clifton et al., 1981!, although
single-source discrimination occurs within hours after bi
~see Clifton, 1985!. Localization dominance is first measure
in humans at 4 to 5 months of age, but at that age fusion e
thresholds are quite high~25 to 45 ms! compared with adult
thresholds measured under the same conditions~8 to 15 ms!.
Echo thresholds in human infants were measured usin
conditioned head-turning task. Lead–lag sounds were
sented from loudspeakers located at 90° to the right and
and their relative onsets were delayed by 5–50 ms. At
onset of each trial there was a 7-ms delay, which had pr
ously been shown to produce effective fusion in infants. T
delay was abruptly lengthened; when infants heard the
ging sound at its location they responded by turning th
heads toward this ‘‘novel’’ sound. Echo thresholds
5-month-old infants are approximately 26 ms for cli
stimuli, which is significantly higher than adults’ threshol
of 9 ms. By 5 years of age, adult thresholds are reached
click stimuli, however, for long duration more comple
stimuli echo thresholds are significantly higher in childr
than in adults~Morrongielloet al., 1984!. Behavioral studies
on localization dominance have also been conducted
young dogs, who do not show any evidence of precede
through the fifth month of life~Ashmeadet al., 1986!.

Discrimination suppression also undergoes signific
developmental changes during early childhood. Litovs
~1997! measured MAAs in free field for the leading sour
~in the presence of the lag at midline!, for the lagging source
~in the presence of the lead at midline!, and for a single
source, at ages 18 months, 5 years, and adult. The sti
were 25-ms noise bursts and the lead–lag delay was 5
Since this lead–lag delay is below the echo threshold
these stimuli, the image is fused. Single-source MAAs
adultlike ~1 to 2°! at 5 years of age and fairly low~5°! by 18
months of age. Lead MAAs are quite low in adults~1.7°!,
somewhat elevated at 5 years~4.4°!, and substantially highe
at 18 months~23°!. Lag MAAs are still low in adults~1.7°!,
but substantially higher in 5-year olds~27.5°! and 18-month
olds ~65°!. Lead MAAs reflect listeners’ ability to focus o
the first-arriving wave front and to discriminate betwe
leading source locations in the presence of the lagg
source, and this ability improves dramatically with age. L
MAAs reflect listeners’ ability to extract directional informa
tion from a sound that is not heard as a separate aud
event; this ability improves somewhat with age but is s
quite underdeveloped at 5 years relative to adults. Th
findings are consistent with the fusion echo threshold d
which were obtained using a task that measures childr
ability to localize the lag as a separate sound. In the M
study, normalizing the lead and lag results by the sing
source results maintained the developmental differences
served, suggesting that lead and lag MAAs are not me
the ‘‘by product’’ of a ‘‘noisy’’ single-source discrimination
ability. As Litovsky ~1997! points out, while the develop
mental work may point to maturational changes in the cen
auditory pathway, attentional and learning processes ca
be ruled out.
1646 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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IV. PHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF
PRECEDENCE

In recent years there has been a surge of activity exp
ing physiological substrates of precedence. Two decades
~Altman, 1975!, and more recently~Carney and Yin, 1989!,
there were suggestions made that such a substrate mig
found in responses of single neurons in the central nucleu
the inferior colliculus~IC!. Using stimuli that consisted of a
single click to each ear with unusually long ITDs~tens of
milliseconds!, Carney and Yin~1989! found that the re-
sponse to the lagging click was suppressed in most c
even when the leading click did not elicit a response.
addition, at very short delays~less than 1 ms!, the lagging
click often produced a backward suppression of the lead
click. Carney and Yin~1989! hypothesized that while the
long-lasting forward suppression might reflect a neural c
relate of echo suppression, the backward suppression ma
important for summing localization.

Several years later, Yin~1994! tested that hypothesis b
presenting stimuli from two locations~or with different
ITDs! during the time period associated with summing loc
ization ~less than 1 ms!, when listeners hear a fused audito
event at a phantom location near the leading speaker. Se
IC neurons gave responses consistent with summing lo
ization: as the lead–lag delay increased from zero, the
sponses to the lead–lag combination followed the respo
of the neuron to ITDs in between the lead and lag dela
progressing with increasing delay to the response expe
from the lead alone. Yin~1994! suggested that the discharg
rates of these neurons might be related to the location
which the animal would perceive the phantom sound sou
The same study also explored neural responses to lead
stimuli at longer delays. Note that IC neurons are usua
sensitive to specific ITDs and azimuthal locations, hen
measurements were consistently made for lead and lag l
tions at each neuron’s ‘‘best’’ azimuth or ITD. At short de
lays most neurons responded only to the leading source,
as the delays were increased the lagging response recov
from suppression, resulting in recovery curves much like
fusion psychometric functions seen in human listeners.
the 65 cells studied, the half-maximal delays~at which the
lagging response recovered to half of the nonsuppresse
sponse! ranged from 1 to 100 ms with a median of 20 m

FIG. 10. Examples of recovery functions of neural half-maximal ISDs
plotted. For all neurons, both leading and lagging stimuli were at locati
or ITDs which elicited robust responses with single stimuli. The recov
functions represent the normalized lagging responses as a function of
~Replotted from Litovsky and Yin, 1998a, with permission.!
1646Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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Similar results were reported by Litovsky and Yin~1998a!
for a population of 94 neurons studied in free field@e.g., Fig.
3~A!# and with dichotic stimuli @e.g., Fig. 3~B!#; half-
maximal delays ranged from 1.5 to 154 ms with a median
27 ms. Figure 10 shows normalized lagging responses~lag
response at each delay divided by lag response at max
delay! from a sample of 12 neurons in the IC. The da
suggest that all neurons show strong suppression at
shorter delays tested and no suppression at long delay
addition, there is substantial variability in delays at which
neurons exhibit suppression of the lagging response.~In fact,
this variability is also apparent in Fig. 12, where IC data
compared with data collected at other levels in the audit
pathway.!

Seeking further physiological correlates of preceden
Litovsky and Yin ~1998a, 1998b! measured responses of I
neurons using stimulus parameters that are known to in
ence echo thresholds in human listeners. They reporte
tendency for suppression to last longer at lower ove
stimulus levels, which is consistent with psychophysical
sults for localization dominance~e.g., Shinn-Cunningham
et al., 1993!. Suppression was also stronger for noise bu
than for clicks, for long-duration noise than for sho
duration noise, and when the leading level was increased
of which are consistent with psychophysics~see Blauert,
1997, and Table I!. The most striking correlate was obtaine
for stimuli presented either in the azimuthal plane or in
median-sagittal plane~see also Litovskyet al., 1997b!. Com-
parisons were made by positioning the lagging source
azimuth–0° elevation~a location common to both planes!,
and the leading source at locations along the azimuth
median planes that produced similar discharge rates. Fo
39 neurons studied there was a high correlation in h
maximal delays (r 50.8) for the two planes. These resu
are consistent with the psychophysical measurements o
sion ~Litovsky and Colburn, 1998! and localization domi-
nance~Litovsky et al., 1997b; see Fig. 4! in the azimuthal
and median planes. The combined physiological and psyc
physical findings suggest that fusion is mediated by the s
neural mechanisms regardless of whether binaural disp
cues~azimuth! or spectral cues~elevation! are prominent. As
was discussed above~Sec. I B 3!, Litovsky et al. ~1997b!
have argued that models of fusion which assume that in
aural delays are an integral aspect of the precedence e
~Lindemann, 1986a; Franssen, 1963; Shinn-Cunningh
et al., 1993! do not address the similarity of fusion fo
stimuli in vertical and horizontal planes. Models which int
grate spectral cues are yet to be developed.

The studies discussed thus far were conducted
barbiturate-anesthetized animals. The potential problem
data interpretation stems from the fact that barbiturates
thought to enhance physiological inhibition in the cent
auditory pathway~Kuwada et al., 1989!. Responses of IC
neurons to lead–lag stimulus pairs have also been meas
in awake rabbits~Fitzpatrick et al., 1995! and owls~Keller
and Takahashi, 1996!. In the awake rabbit, half-maximal de
lays in 55 neurons~using dichotic click stimuli with both
lead and lag at the neuron’s ‘‘best’’ ITD! ranged from 1 to
64 ms with a median of 6.3 ms, which is somewhat low
1647 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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than the values obtained in anesthetized cats. In the aw
barn owl~Tyto alba!, Keller and Takahashi~1996! measured
responses of 51 neurons in the external nucleus of the i
rior colliculus ~ICx! to pairs of noise bursts~3 or 100 ms!
with lead–lag delays of 0.5 to 5 ms. These neurons, wh
are excited maximally by stimuli presented from specific
cations in space, responded only to the leading stimulu
these short delays. While some neurons’ lagging respo
recovered by 5 ms, others did not. Behaviorally, at the
same delays the owls only turned their heads toward
leading source~see Sec. III above!.

As several authors point out~e.g., Fitzpatricket al.,
1995; Litovsky and Yin, 1998a!, it is difficult to determine
whether the differences stem from species differences or
effect of barbiturates. One of the challenges in trying to
late neural evidence of echo suppression to behavioral e
thresholds, is that for brief stimuli a large proportion of ne
rons recover from suppression at delays that extend far
yond behavioral echo thresholds. Behavioral echo thresh
for brief stimuli are usually reached by 5 or 10 ms in huma
and other animals. However, the proportions of neurons w
half-maximal delays less than 10 ms ranged from appro
mately 15%~Yin, 1994! to 22% ~Litovsky and Yin, 1998a!
in anesthetized cats, and reached over 30% in awake ra
~Fitzpatricket al., 1995!. It has been argued~Yin, 1994! that
perceptual echo thresholds are most likely generated
those neurons with the lowest half-maximum delays in mu
the same way that behavioral thresholds of pure tones h
been related to physiological thresholds of auditory ne
fibers ~Liberman, 1978!. It has also been noted that sever
aspects of precedence, such as accurate localization o
lag at its respective position and equal-loudness percep
of the lead and lag, are not released from the influence of
lead until the delays are in the tens of milliseconds, wh
may account for the neurons with long half-maximal dela
~Fitzpatricket al., 1995; Litovsky and Yin, 1998b!.

The extent of suppression in the IC also depends on
location or ITD of the leading stimulus, but the relationsh
between the lead and lag locations seems to affect neuro
a variety of ways. In a headphone study using dicho
clicks, Fitzpatricket al. ~1995! reported that while half of the
neurons show longer suppression when the ITD is near
‘‘best’’ ITD, the other half show stronger suppression wi
the lead near the ‘‘worst’’ ITD. The ‘‘worse’’ neurons
which never fire in response to the lead, provide the strong
evidence that the suppression observed in ICC neurons is
merely a function of refractoriness, whereby once a neu
has already fired in response to the leading source the p
ability that it will fire in response to the lagging source
diminished. Litovsky and Yin~1998b! made measurement
both dichotically and in free field. In the latter case the l
was held constant at each neuron’s ‘‘best’’ location and
lead location was varied along the azimuth in 15° inc
ments. When considering only the neurons whose lead
sponse is modulated with azimuth, they found that the gr
majority ~85%! showed maximal suppression when the le
was at the neuron’s ‘‘best’’ location, and a minority show
maximal suppression when the lead was at the neuro
1647Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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‘‘worse’’ location. Examples of these two neuron types a
shown in Fig. 11.

Of course, the full story is only told when all of th
neurons in the population are considered, including th
that do not show a directionally sensitive response to
lead. In a recent study using ‘‘virtual space’’ stimu
Litovsky et al. ~1999! quantified both the amount of respon
modulation~directional sensitivity! related to the excitation
produced by the lead, and the modulation related to the s
pression of the lag. In their population of IC neurons, 80
show modulation of both lead excitation and lag suppress
and 20% show modulation of either the lead excitation or
lag suppression. In their study, the directional properties
the lead stimulus were then digitally manipulated such th
as the azimuth of the lead was varied the ILD was h
constant while the ITD and spectrum varied naturally. T
manipulation resulted in loss of either lead excitation or
suppression in the majority of neurons~83%!. The authors
have thus argued that the inputs mediating directional se
tivity to the source~excitation produced by lead! and the
reflection ~suppression of the lag! may be decoupled, an
arrive from different populations of neurons.

FIG. 11. Examples of neurons with ‘‘best’’ and ‘‘worse’’ lead locatio
suppression. A: Example of a ‘‘best/best’’ neuron where suppressio
strongest when the lead is in the neuron’s ‘‘best’’ azimuthal locatio
(CF53 kHz). Responses to single clicks are shown in dark circles, re
senting the neuron’s receptive field. The arrow points to the location of
lagging source~130°!; if no suppression occurs then the lagging respo
should equal the response of the neuron to a single click at 30°. Respo
to the lagging clicks at ISDs of 5, 10, and 20 ms are shown. At 20
suppression is relatively weak and occurs only when the lead is at the
response area. At 10 ms, the suppression spreads out to the neuron’s
responsive area, and at 5 ms suppression is almost complete, regardl
the lead location. B: Example of a ‘‘worse/best’’ neuron where suppres
is strongest when the lead is in the neuron’s ‘‘worse’’ azimuthal locati
(CF51.6 kHz). Suppression for this neuron also increases as the delay
decreased, with almost complete suppression at 5 ms, regardless of th
location.~Reprinted from Litovsky and Yin, 1998b, with permission.!
1648 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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Although the physiological recordings discussed abo
were made in the IC, which is a major site of binaural co
vergence and interaction in the auditory pathway, the gen
tion of inhibitory effects may not necessarily be in the
itself. Inputs to the IC arrive in the form of direct monaur
input from the cochlear nuclei, indirect binaural input via t
superior olive, and multisynaptic inputs via the lateral le
niscus. Auditory studies in the monaural pathway ha
shown that in response to click pairs with varying lead–
delays suppression of the lagging response occurs in the
ditory nerve ~Parham et al., 1996! and ventral cochlear
nucleus~Wickesberg, 1996; Parhamet al., 1998!. In these
studies, the half-maximal suppression occurs at around
ms with full recovery seen for all fibers by 8 ms. In a slic
preparation, Wickesberg and Oertel~1990! found putative
inhibitory projections from one subdivision of the cochle
nucleus to another, which is most effective at interstimu
intervals of 2 ms; they have thus suggested that intrin
inhibitory circuits in the cochlear nucleus might mediate
monaural correlate of echo suppression. Several other stu
have shown that a neural correlate of forward-masking
response to tones can be seen in the cochlear nucleus~Boet-
tcheret al., 1990; Kaltenbachet al., 1993; Shore, 1995!. In
the superior olivary complex~SOC!, Fitzpatricket al. ~1995!
found that most neurons recovered by 4 to 8 ms~median 1.9
ms! with monaural stimulation. However, the short tim
courses of monaural suppression compared with the m
longer time course of suppression observed in the IC s
gests that much of the suppression is generated at le
above the monaural pathway. In fact, reports of measu
ments made in the auditory cortex~Realeet al., 1995; Fitz-
patrick et al., 1995! suggest that suppression can last
hundreds of milliseconds.

In an attempt to compare the amount of suppression
can be measured at various levels in the auditory pathw
we have replotted data from a number of studies conduc
in the following areas: auditory nerve~derived from Parham
et al., 1996!, antero-ventral cochlear nucleus~derived from
Parhamet al., 1998!, inferior colliculus~replotted from Lito-
vsky and Yin, 1998a! and auditory cortex~from Realeet al.,
1995!. Figure 12 shows population histograms of ha
maximal delays at each of these stages in the auditory p
way. These panels point to the marked increase in supp
sion as one ascends the auditory pathway, going fr
monaural circuits to binaural ones. While suppression in
cochlear nucleus is no longer present by 10 ms, in the
suppression is quite strong at those delays for most neur
and cortical neurons do not begin to recover before 50
Finally, given the extensive physiological measureme
conducted to date, in Table II we summarize half-maxim
delays observed at various levels in the auditory pathway
a number of different species, and with either anesthetize
awake preparations.

Yin ~1994! makes a convincing argument that lon
lasting suppression observed in the IC is not due to lo
refractory periods caused by intrinsic neural mechanis
and is therefore probably due to synaptic inhibition. The
contains abundant inhibitory synapses, primarily from t
lateral superior olive~LSO, e.g., Saintmarie, 1989! and the
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dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus~DNLL ! ~e.g., Adams
and Mugnaini, 1984; Moore and Moore, 1987!, as well as
some that originate within the IC itself~Oliver et al., 1994!.
Fitzpatricket al. ~1995! have postulated that the DNLL pro
jections may play a prominent role in the results seen in
IC. Most neurons in the DNLL are sensitive to ITDs, hen
the ‘‘best’’ ITD and ‘‘worse’’ ITD neurons could be invoked
by ipsilateral and contralateral activation, respective
Based on similar assumptions, Caiet al. ~1998a! have suc-

FIG. 12. Population histograms of half-maximal delays for click stim
measured in cats at various levels in the auditory pathway. A and B:
cordings made in the auditory nerve~AN! and anteroventral cochlea
nucleus~AVCN!, respectively. In both populations stimulation was mona
ral and click stimulus level was 85 dB SPL peakre 20 mPa. AN data were
derived from 77 fibers~with permission from Parhamet al., 1996; for two
fibers values were not obtainable@* #!. AVCN data were derived from 65
units ~with permission from Parhamet al., 1998; for two units values were
not obtainable@* #!. C: Recordings made in 94 units in the inferior colliculu
~IC! by Litovsky and Yin ~1998a!. Recordings were made using binaur
stimulation with ITDs or azimuthal locations of both lead and lag placed
each neuron’s maximal response area. Levels ranged from 50–80 dB.
are reprinted with permission. D: Recordings made in 20 units of the a
tory cortex by Realeet al. ~1995!. As in the IC, ITDs of both lead and lag
elicited maximal responses. Data provided to the authors by Dr. J
Brugge via personal communication, 1999.
1649 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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cessfully modeled both ‘‘best’’ ITD and ‘‘worse’’ ITD neu-
rons, as well as other effects observed by Litovsky and Y
~1998a, 1998b!, assuming ITD-sensitive inhibition from th
DNLL.

To date, little else is known about the actual physiolo
cal mechanisms that mediate precedence phenomena.
unlikely that perception can be explained solely on the ba
of single-neuron responses, hence more sophisticated a
ses such as determination of population codes may be
essary. Further, although initial stages of echo suppres
may occur in the brainstem, single-neuron results cannot
count for all perceptual phenomena related to precede
For example, Litovsky and Yin~1998a! conducted an analy
sis which suggests that single neurons do not show sign
buildup. Perhaps the most convincing evidence that the
may not account for behavioral measurements of precede
comes from a recent study by Litovsky~1998!, who showed
that neurons in the ICC of newborn cats exhibit the sa
type of suppressive effects as the adult neurons. This oc
as early as 8–9 days of age, before the full maturation of
structure or function of the auditory system and before
time that a young cat functions behaviorally in its audito
environment. Recall that human infants and young dogs
not exhibit localization dominance or fusion early in life, an
that the phenomenon is only observed at 4–5 months of
Thus, Litovsky~1998! concludes that behavioral manifest
tion of precedence is mediated at higher levels in the au
tory pathway than the IC, which is consistent with the c
lesion studies and the human development studies, al
which suggest that the auditory cortex is essential for pre
dence to occur behaviorally.

V. MODELS AND THEORIES RELATED TO
PRECEDENCE EFFECTS

There have been a few published models addresse
the precedence effect; however, there is no model curre
published that is able to accommodate available data s

e-

ata
i-

n

TABLE II. Physiological studies in mammals.

Recording site Animal State
Intra/
xtra

Stim presentation
~Clicks!

50% recovery
range~median! Study

Auditory nerve cat decerebrate xtra-cell headphones .1 to 20 ms~2.4! Parhamet al. ~1996!
Cochlear nucleus cat decerebrate xtra-cell headphones .1 to 32 ms~2.7! Parhamet al. ~1996!
~DCN!
Cochlear nucleus chinchilla anesthetized xtra-cell headphones 1–2 ms Wickesberg~1996!
~VCN!
Cochlear nucleus mouse slice intra-cell shock 2 ms Wickesberg & Oertel~1990!
~PVCN!
Superior olivary rabbit awake xtra-cell headphones 4–8 ms~1.9! Fitzpatricket al. ~1995!
complex
Inferior colliculus cat anesthetized xtra-cell headphones 1.5–100 ms~20! Yin ~1994!
Inferior colliculus cat anesthetized xtra-cell free field 1–90 ms~20! Yin ~1994!
Inferior colliculus cat anesthetized xtra-cell free-field azimuth 2–183 ms~28! Litovsky & Yin ~1988a, 1998b!
Inferior colliculus cat anesthetized xtra-cell free-field elevation 1–76~16.5! Litovsky & Yin ~1998a, 1998b!
Inferior colliculus cat anesthetized xtra-cell headphones 1.5–110 ms~28! Litovsky & Yin ~1998a, 1998b!
Inferior colliculus cat anesthetized xtra-cell virtual azimuth 2–80 ms~19! Litovsky et al. ~1998!
Inferior colliculus rabbit awake xtra-cell headphones 2–60 ms~6.3! Fitzpatricket al. ~1995!
Inferior colliculus owl awake xtra-cell free field 1–5 ms Keller & Takahashi~1996!
Auditory cortex cat anesthetized xtra-cell virtual 2D free field 48–175 ms~103! Realeet al. ~1995; Abstract!
Auditory cortex rabbit awake xtra-cell headphones 1–100 ms~20! Fitzpatricket al. ~1998; Abstract!
1649Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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factorily. In addition, none of the models can account
phenomena such as the buildup or breakdown of the pr
dence effect, which are thought to be more cognitive. T
discussion here focuses on four models of psychophys
performance~Zurek, 1980, 1987; Lindemann, 1986b; Shin
Cunninghamet al., 1993; Tollin and Henning, 1999!, pre-
sented in order of their appearance in the literature. As
shall see, these models illustrate fundamentally different
proaches and have distinct advantages and disadvantag
addition, they take a ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach with a focus o
relatively peripheral effects. At the moment there is no s
isfactory model that encompasses basic aspects of the p
dence effect. In addition to these psychophysically orien
models, some models of physiological responses~e.g., Wick-
esberg and Oertel, 1990; Caiet al., 1998a, 1998b! describe
neural responses and mechanisms that may be relate
some aspects of the precedence effect and they are b
noted. Finally, we discuss briefly the general question of h
much of the precedence phenomena can be understood
a relative peripheral mechanism point of view and how mu
a more cognitive model is required.

The first model, proposed by Zurek~1980, 1987!, is a
phenomenological model that is not designed for quantita
predictions but provides an intuitive representation of
basic observations. This model is illustrated in Fig. 13. T
upper path of the model was originally proposed by Zu
~1987!, who suggested that stimulus onsets~or onsetlike
transitions! initiate an inhibition or suppression process th
blocks the generation of location information from the ong
ing stimulus for a brief period. This upper path thus rep
sents a key aspect of the precedence effect: that the early
of a stimulus leads to suppressive effects on the later pa
the stimulus. However, given additional data collected si
1987, we have modified the model by adding the lower pa
which emphasized the fact that only localizatio
lateralization information is suppressed and not other sub
tive attributes of the stimulus such as loudness, pitch,
timbre. Although this model provides a useful representat
of the basic observations, it does not allow quantitative p
dictions, nor an internal mechanism for the generation
these effects from the stimulus wave forms. A computatio
model that incorporated these ideas was analyzed by Ma

FIG. 13. This model represents a modified version of a model propose
Zurek ~1987! to account for precedence under binaural conditions, in a
muth. In its original form the model contained the localization inputs and
onset detector, which accounted for inhibition of localization informat
contained in echoes. In its extended form the model also contains a ‘‘tim
detector,’’ which lacks inhibition and allows listeners to attend to spec
information contained in echoes.~Upper path reproduced from Zurek, 198
with permission.!
1650 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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~1997!; the model reproduced the basic trends of the da
The general idea of a transient, central inhibitory process
suppressed location information is consistent with the s
gestion of Harriset al. ~1963! as quoted above~end of Sec.
I!.

The second model, proposed by Lindemann~1986a,
1986b!, is an extension of the classic mechanism for sou
localization suggested by Jeffress~1948!. The Jeffress
mechanism, described primarily as a network of coincide
detectors, can be represented as a two-dimensional arra
neurons with each neuron’s characteristic frequency al
one axis and its internal delay along the other axis. E
neuron responds maximally when its immediate inputs
coincident; thus a given neuron responds most vigorou
when the stimulus delay is compensated by the neuron’s
ternal delay. For correlated inputs, therefore, interaural de
is translated to a place of maximal stimulation for each f
quency. Alternatively, the neural response versus internal
lay can be thought of as a cross-correlation function of
bandpass-filtered input wave forms for each characteri
frequency.@For a general discussion of models of binau

by
i-
n

re
l

FIG. 14. Inhibited interaural cross-correlation model~Lindemann, 1986b!.
A: Input signals are represented@r (2M ,n) and l (M ,n)# which are func-
tions of discrete time variables,n. The delayed and attenuated input signa
are represented at locationm as r (m,n) and l (m,n). Input signals are at-
tenuated as they pass along their delay lines, indicated by the symbx.
Attenuation is derived such that it increased with level of the contralat
signal. The output at a given location is roughly the correlation between
left and right signals at a given location in the delay line. Hence, wave fo
from each side can cancel each other as they pass along the delay line
it is possible for strong output to inhibit outputs at other locations.~After
Lindemann, 1986b; reproduced from Colburn, 1996, with permission.!
1650Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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processing and the role of the Jeffress-type network in th
models, see the review papers of Stern and Trahiotis~1995!
and Colburn~1996!.# Lindemann~1986a! extended the cor-
relation mechanism to include lateral inhibition along t
delay line ~see Fig. 14!. This inhibition, which includes a
static and a dynamic component, suppresses the propag
wave form across the delay lines so that outputs away f
the current site of coincidence output are reduced. For
tionary stimuli~tones and noise!, the model was shown to b
consistent with time-intensity trading and with perceptions
image width for decorrelated noises. For nonstationary
nals, such as bandpass-filtered transients~Lindemann
1986b!, the inhibitory factors lead to a reinforcement of th
current locations of activity and a consequent emphasis
the lead sound when there is a lead–lag click pair. In
same paper, this model was also shown to be consistent
several sets of measurements of echo threshold, including
general time scales and the influence of the leading stim
on the location of the echo. Specifically, the stimulus over
resulting from the narrow-band filtering of the input leads
the echo location being pulled toward the lead position, e
after the echo is perceived as a distinct object. Although
is a powerful model that makes important contributions
our theoretical understanding, the model has not been
plied extensively to precedence effect situations, presum
because of its complexity and lack of available implemen
tions. This model is consistent with suggestions of McF
den~1973! in that initial sounds from one direction suppre
later sounds from different directions more than sounds fr
the initial direction. Extensions of this model have been
veloped by Gaik~1993! to improve the model’s response
naturally occurring interaural level differences and by Bo
den ~1993! to address aspects of the cocktail-party effect

The third model, proposed by Shinn-Cunninghamet al.
~1993!, is a descriptive model that allows the quantitati
prediction of lead–lag discrimination data from localizati
dominance data. The model has been applied to experim
in which the stimulus contains a lead stimulus with ITDt1

and a lag stimulus with an ITDt2 , separated by the lead–la
delay. According to this model, an internal variable is ge
erated which corresponds to the ITDa of the pointer in a
localization matching experiment when the lead ITD ist1

and the lag ITD ist2 . The model postulates that

a5c* t11~12c!* t2 ,

wherec is a non-negative weight that represents the emp
sis on the lead relative to the lag stimulus. For example
the value ofc50.5, then lead and lag are equally weighte
there is no precedence effect, and the matching ITD is eq
to the average of the lead and lag ITDs. If the value ofc is
unity (c51.0), then the lead completely dominates the g
eration of the location and the matching ITD is equal to
lead ITD. ~If the value ofc were zero, this equation woul
describe lateral position that is determined by the lag ITD,
extreme form of ‘‘antiprecedence.’’! The linear relation as-
sumed here appears to be adequate for almost all pos
matching data. The dependence of the parameterc on stimu-
lus attributes, such as lead–lag delay and stimulus freque
allows a simple, quantitative description of localizatio
1651 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 1999
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dominance results. In addition, by assuming that discrimi
tion of ITD is made on the basis of the combined variablea,
and that the separate ITDs are not available, one can pre
results of lead–lag discrimination experiments. When th
predictions were evaluated~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!,
the model was shown to explain the quantitative relations
between the results of these two different types of exp
ments. Specifically, Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993! mea-
sured these two tasks in the same listeners. Their mode
rameters, which were estimated from data obtained with
‘‘pointer adjustment’’ method~see Sec. I B 1!, were able to
predict results of the ITD discrimination task quite acc
rately. The disadvantage of this model is that no mechan
is described, so that the model does nota priori predict the
size of c for different experiments, nor is there a natur
extension to other types of experiments or stimuli. Also,
described so far, the model is limited to ITD experiments a
to two stimulus components with well-defined lead and
delays with a single fused image, but the model could
naturally extended to multiple bursts, to angles instead
delays, and to multiple images. This model has been
tended to free-field experiments by Litovsky and Macmill
~1994!. More recently, Stellmacket al. ~1998! confirmed the
usefulness of this model for interpreting discrimination e
periments and obtained similar values for the weighting
rameterc.

The fourth model~Tollin, 1998! provides a mechanism
for the combination of interaural phase and level informat
with the time relations of the stimulus components explici
included in the model. This model has been applied to p
of click stimuli with a focus on the discrimination of ITD in
lead or lag stimulus. In general, estimates of ITD and IL
are combined to generate a decision variable correspon
to lateral position. A notable feature of this model is that,
the cases to which it has been applied, namely the discr
nation of wideband clicks, there is no inhibition contain
within the model, and yet the model is able to predict th
discrimination of the lead click is significantly better tha
discrimination of the lag click. The basic elements of th
model include: a bandpass, rectified cross-correlation fu
tion calculation to generate an ITD-based estimate of lo
tion; a short-term energy ratio calculation for an ILD-bas
estimate of location; and a linear weighting of these e
mates to generate a final lateral position. A central feature
the model is that the bandpass filter that is used for the e
mate of position of a wideband transient stimulus is the fil
that is close to 750 Hz~the dominance region! and that is
near a peak of the stimulus magnitude spectrum for one
This model is also able to predict several ‘‘anomalous loc
ization’’ results seen in reports from Wallachet al. ~1949!,
Gaskell ~1983!, and Tollin and Henning~1998!. In these
cases, the localized direction is opposite to the direction
pected from the overall ITD and ILD of the stimulus. Th
focus on the 750-Hz region and the combination of time a
intensity differences for the generation of the lateral posit
variable and the discrimination decision variable are con
tent with the ideas in Gaskell~1983!. The model has yet to
be applied to a wide class of stimuli and to a wide range
parameters.
1651Litovsky et al.: Precedence effect
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To the extent that precedence effects are consistent
the physiological observations discussed in the previous
tion, models of the physiology should lead to models of p
cedence. Thus for example, the mechanism suggeste
Wickesberg and Oertel~1990! may be involved in monaura
processing that influences precedence. Similarly, the mo
of Cai et al. ~1998a, 1998b!, which show that simple mecha
nisms of inhibition can successfully describe the ‘‘best-IT
inhibited’’ and ‘‘worst-ITD-inhibited’’ neurons described
above, may capture aspects of processing that are critica
precedence effects. These physiological models have
been applied to predict the psychophysical performance
plicitly and they are not considered further in this review

It may be noted that the models described in this sec
are focused on relatively peripheral levels and, as such,
limited to relatively simple, noncognitive mechanisms. Ho
ever, some aspects of the precedence effects are much
naturally described in cognitive terms, including the build
and breakdown effects seen with sequences of stimuli. Th
aspects of precedence illustrate that the peripheral me
nisms included in these models may tell only part of t
story. It is appropriate to pursue both types of models, an
keep in mind that a general understanding of precedence
fects may require more elaborate interpretations.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have attempted to provide an updated overview
recent psychoacoustical and physiological work on the
fects of precedence. By introducing the framework of fusi
localization dominance, and lag-discrimination suppress
along with the buildup and breakdown of suppression,
wanted to provide a framework within which to describe t
effects of precedence and to help in the integration of d
from both psychophysical and physiological experimen
While the motivation for many of the experiments is par
rooted in our desire to understand how the auditory sys
processes multiple arrays of directional cues in reverbe
spaces, many of the studies do not directly address ‘‘r
world’’ issues. In fact, the precedence effect as an audit
phenomenon has little to do with realistic acoustic enviro
ments. However, we believe that the work in this area can
instrumental in motivating future work in more realistic sc
narios, and that it offers a unique window into the audito
system, by viewing auditory processes through human
ception, animal behavior and physiology, as well as dev
opment. It is probably only through the combined efforts
these various approaches that a full theory of precedence
evolve and useful models will be developed. Since this to
of research is dynamic and ongoing, our paper represen
mere snapshot that will clearly need updating as the fi
progresses.
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